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ABSTRACT
Emerging 3D memory packaging technology offers new op-
portunities for computing near memory. We are investigat-
ing the potential benefits obtained by incorporating vari-
ations on simple, familiar data movement hardware within
the memory subsystem that can transform source data struc-
ture(s) from the physical organization stored in memory into
alternative organizations better suited to the varying access
patterns that may occur during application execution. In
our model, memory and logic are combined in a single 3D
package as exemplified by the Hybrid Memory Cube. The
proposed data structure reorganization logic assembles bytes
of data within the 3D package so that only bytes that are
needed by the application running on the main CPU leave
the memory/logic package. Using a simulator built for this
purpose, we present quantitative results of memory band-
width savings on representative data centric benchmarks
from image processing, graph analysis, and scientific sim-
ulation application domains. We find that using data re-
organization engines in these benchmarks can reduce the
number of bytes moving between CPU and memory to as
low as 20% of the conventional memory access bandwidth,
while still performing the computation in the main CPU.

1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of integrating compute capabilities with mem-

ory such as DRAM has been investigated for more than four
decades [7, 6]. With this technology, computation that is
typically handled by a CPU is performed within the mem-
ory system. Performance is improved and energy reduced
because processing is done in proximity to the data with-
out incurring the overhead of moving the data across chip
interconnects from memory to the processor. Processing
in memory, as defined by Brockman, et al. [3], “is a col-
lection of methods and technologies that cover all aspects
of pushing computation into the memory system including
programming and execution models, microarchitectural or-
ganization, and physical design and layout.” Figure 1 shows
the various types of processing that can occur at different
levels of the memory hierarchy.
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Figure 1: Memory hierarchy and operations at each level

Many data-centric applications need to perform relatively
simple operations like search, filter, and data reorganiza-
tion, across a large cross section of data. Using traditional
architectures, the data must be moved from storage to mem-
ory through the cache hierarchy to the CPU. Data-centric
operations are ideal for off-load to a memory system with
processing capability. This off-load approach operates on
data in-place and, in theory, can drastically reduce the band-
width required between memory and the CPU, while simul-
taneously increasing the performance of data-centric appli-
cations. While we are studying the opportunities for pro-
cessing in storage [4], in this paper we focus on high value,
low complexity operations off-loaded to memory.

As a first step to assess the potential benefit of process-
ing in memory for data centric applications, we have exper-
imented through simulation with application-specific Data
Reorganization Engines (DRE) resident within logic co-located
with memory (e.g. the Hybrid Memory Cube [1]) to trans-
form source data structure(s) from their physical organiza-
tion in memory into alternative representations better suited
to the particular access patterns used during execution. As
a very simple example, a matrix might be accessed row-wise
in one phase and column-wise in another. A reorganization
engine assembles bytes of data in a logic layer that is part of
the memory package so that only bytes that need to be seen
by the main CPU leave the memory package. Assembling
those bytes involves reorganization of the application’s data
structures to send only parts of the data structure that are
needed for CPU computation. This capability is particu-
larly valuable when it is performed incrementally as needed
by the application.

As an example, Figure 2 illustrates an often used opera-
tion of deriving a reduced resolution image from full resolu-
tion. The array A is stored in memory, while the hypothet-
ical array A small is a ×2 2D decimation of A. In Figure 2,



Figure 2: Full and reduced resolution arrays. A DRE can
assemble a reduced resolution buffer A small of A on de-
mand.

the blue elements are in A small whereas the blue and pur-
ple elements are in A. In our example, an A small buffer is
assembled as requested by the main CPU, and that reduced
resolution image is incrementally fetched by the host. In
this example, on-chip state machine logic manages strided
DMA memory access.

A data reorganization engine can perform kernel opera-
tions such as matrix transpose, data structure reorganiza-
tion for cache layout optimization, sampling and decima-
tion of arrays, and pointer traversal [5]. Application-level
use cases include streaming assembly of multiple resolution
image windows of high resolution imagery, in-memory graph
traversal, and efficient sparse matrix access for computations
on irregular meshes that occur in scientific simulations.

2. SIMULATOR
We have built a simple, pluggable, portable simulation

framework to help quantify the potential benefit of appli-
cation specific data reorganization engines. The framework
uses the gnu compiler framework and runs on Linux, includ-
ing the Linux provided with the Xilinx Zynq [8] system. The
simulator consists of a set of templatized C++ classes that
that are being used to prototype a collection of data reorga-
nization engines representing high value data centric access
patterns.

Our application benchmark programs allocate data struc-
tures in the simulated memory, optionally including align-
ment and cache modules to simulate the interactions within
levels of the memory hierarchy. The original benchmark
code can run in the simulation framework to obtain the num-
ber of memory and cache reads and writes. We have modi-
fied the original benchmark code to use application specific
data reorganization engine functions. The applications send
commands to the DREs to perform application-specific op-
erations. To simulate the functionality of a DRE executing
asynchronously in the memory package, DREs can run in
a separate thread, executing commands through a register
interface. On the desktop, a DRE simply runs as an asyn-
chronous thread on an available CPU core. On the Zynq,
which has two ARM processors, the simulator uses ARM0
to run the application, and ARM1 to control the DRE. Cur-
rently the DREs run as C code on ARM1, with our future
plan to migrate critical path DRE functionality from soft-
ware into FPGA logic.

The application program exploits the simulation frame-
work through the use of simulation pointers (“simp” in Fig-
ure 3). When simulation pointers are dereferenced, memory
accesses are intercepted by overloaded C++ operators and
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Figure 3: Simulation architecture illustrating the mem-
ory access stacks in host CPU and data reorganization en-
gines. The kernel performs application specific reorganiza-
tion. New views are created in vault memory or in the view
buffer.

tracked by the simulation library stack. Data structures to
reside in simulated memory are allocated through a simula-
tion specific dynamic memory allocator (e.g. new, malloc).
The simulation allocator can supersede the normal system
allocator or be used alongside the system allocator. The
latter option is useful when a subset of the application data
structures need to be tracked, as other parts of the applica-
tion then run entirely in native mode. Like the system al-
locator, the simulation allocator returns a memory address
which is then stored in a simulation pointer.

The simulation library stack is pluggable. In its entirety,
it consists of alignment, cache, and memory interface mod-
ules, each of which is parameterized. The alignment module
accepts get and put commands through simulation pointers.
It forwards those requests to the cache, if used, or to the
memory interface if non-cache behavior is being simulated,
and receives back a small buffer (cache line) containing the
requested bytes. The alignment module selects the desired
bytes from the buffer and completes the get or put operation
appropriately.

The cache module included with the simulation library
performs a simple LRU cache replacement algorithm. Cache
line size and number of entries are configurable. The cache
module either returns or stores a cache line, accessing the
memory interface if the desired address isn’t in cache. The
memory interface abstracts the memory store. The simula-
tion library currently supports a very high level simulation
of HMC memory vaults and is configurable as to the trans-
action byte length. The HMC supports 16–128 byte trans-
actions. Alternatively, there is an option to invoke native
memory from the memory interface. We use this option for
faster runtime when we want to get access counts without
simulating bank or vault behavior.

The entire alignment, cache, memory interface stack can
be replicated as a unit. This capability is used in simulation
of a DRE-augmented application in which the application
performs some memory accesses directly from the simulated
memory and other accesses through the DRE. Thus the DRE
can include or omit an alignment engine or cache interface to
the memory independently from the main CPU. This config-
uration is shown in Figure 3, where the host and DREs have
separate stacks, enabling the tracking of memory accesses
from each entity independently. The Figure also shows a
buffer within the memory subsystem that the DREs use as
application-specific scratchpad.



Our simulator currently tracks load and store operations
at a byte level of granularity. We are using it quantitatively
to analyze the impact of using DRE assist at the level of
whole application benchmark. We can differentiate mem-
ory accesses by the CPU and the DRE, and calculate dif-
ferences in data movement off memory package in various
configurations with and without DRE, with different cache
parameters, and with different levels of DRE off-load.

3. APPLICATION BENCHMARK EXPERI-
MENTS

To evaluate the potential benefit of data reorganization
engines, we are collecting a diverse set of data centric appli-
cation benchmarks. In this work, we discuss three bench-
marks that require non-continguous memory access, and
show how DREs can be employed to reduce memory requests
from the host CPU, in some cases by a factor of five. In this
study, we consider a single host CPU thread communicating
with one or more DREs. We are tracking the number of host
CPU memory gets and puts with and without DRE assist
in order to quantify memory bandwidth savings.

3.1 Image differencing
This mini-application performs pixel-wise image differenc-

ing of reduced resolution views into two high resolution im-
ages. The benchmark loads two high resolution 2D images A
and B into memory and, given a decimation factor, subtracts
corresponding pixels in reduced resolution view A small and
B small in both x and y dimensions. The resulting reduced
resolution difference image can be saved to a file or displayed.

In this implementation, the application allocates two view
buffers in memory to hold a portion of each decimated im-
age. The image difference is performed on the host CPU
by subtracting pixel values from the two view buffers. Iter-
atively, the view buffers are filled by the DRE with pixels
sub-sampled from the original image and then the differ-
ence is taken. The resulting difference value is saved in the
reduced size output image.

Two DREs are used by the image difference application
with one assigned to each view buffer. A setup function
communicates the location, pixel size, and dimensions of
the original image to the DRE along with the decimation
factor. These values are stored within the DRE and are used
when assembling a decimated view. When the application
wants a new view, a fill function is called with the offset into
the decimated array and also the view buffer location and
length. A wait function can be called that returns when the
DRE has finished an operation.

The DRE assembles a small region of the decimated array
into a view buffer by copying only the sub-sampled pixels
from the high resolution image. The view buffer contains
only contiguous pixels of interest. When the host CPU gets
a cache line from the view buffer, reads to pixels close by in
the decimated view are satisfied from the CPU cache, with
greatly reduced latency. Without the DRE, accessing the
next pixel in the reduced resolution view image may require
another memory request if the pixel resides in another cache
line.

Cache coherency between the DRE and the CPU is man-
aged explicitly by the application with function calls that
flush and invalidate a block of memory. Similar to a mes-
sage passing paradigm, data blocks initialized by the host

and used by the DRE are stored in memory with a cache
flush on the host side and refreshed with a cache invalidate
on the DRE side. These two functions are incorporated into
a macro called CACHE TO DRE. A similar macro called
CACHE FROM DRE is used to managed coherency on data
blocks returned from the DRE.

Memory accesses statistics for the image difference appli-
cation are collected through the simulation framework. Any
access to an array or data element referenced through a sim-
ulation pointer will be tracked by the simulation framework.
For this example, a 6 MiB L3 cache with a cache line size of
64 bytes is modeled for the host CPU. Accesses to memory
are in blocks equal in size to a cache line and occur when
the requested memory address is not served by the CPU
cache. Figures 4 and 5 compare the number of gets or puts
performed by the host CPU with a DRE and without as a
percent: (number of host accesses when a DRE was used /
number of host accesses when a DRE wasn’t used) ×100.

For this sub-sampling case, the size of the view buffer has
no effect on the total number of memory accesses performed
by the host CPU, since the application code on the host is
sweeping through all bytes of the decimated images sequen-
tially with no data reuse. The decimation factor has the
greatest impact on memory bandwidth savings. As the dec-
imation factor is increased, the benefit of a DRE is seen by a
reduction in host get operations. After the host performs a
get operation from the decimated view, several subsequent
pixels will be served from the last cache line. The DRE per-
forms the strided DMA operations from within the memory
package where the bandwidth is high, as opposed to the
host where bandwidth is limited by an external memory in-
terface. In this version of the benchmark, the DRE only
performs the memory operations, and the pixel difference
and put operations are performed by the CPU host. There-
fore the major bandwidth saving in this benchmark is for
the get operations.

In the future, we will experiment with migrating simple
arithmetic functions to DREs. However, even with the very
simple logic needed by the DREs for image differencing, we
see an off-package memory bandwidth reduction factor that
is directly proportional to the decimation rate.

3.2 Page rank
Another important application is the analysis of irregular

graphs such as social networks. Processing these graphs is
challenging due to the unstructured and irregular connec-
tions (edges) between the vertices, which leads to low cache
line reuse and frequent processor stalls.

We have studied the memory access patterns and the
data reorganization opportunities for the PageRank algo-
rithm applied to scale-free graphs. PageRank is a social
network analysis tool that ranks vertices by their relative
importance. Designed to rank pages on the Web, PageRank
models a random web surfer that randomly follows links
with random restart. It is often iteratively computed as a
stochastic random walk with restart, where the initial page
rank vector is a uniformly distributed random number across
all vertices. The memory access pattern of PageRank is de-
pendent on the underlying topology of the graph. As our
study focuses on scale-free graphs such as social networks,
we use the synthetic RMAT generator from the Graph500
benchmark.

We are interested in the realistic scenario where the page
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// Loop over adjacency list for vertex i
for (size_t j = 0; j < edges; ++j) {

tmp += cur_pr[edge_i[j]];
}

(a) No DRE

dre.setup(cur_pr , double_sz , edge_i , edges);
dre.fill(view_pr_i , view_sz , view_off );
// Loop over adjacency list for vertex i
for (size_t j = 0; j < edges; ++j) {

tmp += view_pr_i[j];
}

(b) With DRE

Figure 6: Indirect access of page rank vector based on the
index array edge_i

rank vector length is significantly larger than the processor’s
cache. The page rank vector contains a double float for every
vertex in the graph. We use an adjacency list representation
of the graph in which a list element holds the vertex id and
its edgelist, i.e. the ids of its edge targets. As the graph
is traversed, standard caching is ineffective due to the low
probability of reusing a cache line’s data. Making use of our
data reorganization engine, we have modified PageRank to
assemble a view of the page rank vector of those elements in-
dexed by the vertex’s adjacency list edge_i. Figure 6a shows
the conventional access method using each target vertex id
in an edge list to index into the page rank vector. In con-
trast, Figure 6 shows that the indirect index can be replaced
by a direct index into a page rank view: the DRE command
setup associates the page rank vector with the edge list. The
command fill then fills the page rank view buffer starting
at a specified offset in the edge list. An indirect access in
the original page rank vector is replaced by a direct access
into the page rank view associated with the edge list being
processed. This approach significantly reduces the volume
of data transfered between main memory and the processor,
as well as the number of cache line fetches.

Theoretically, a separate DRE could be used for each ver-
tex in the graph; however, in this example only a single DRE
is used that must be setup for each vertex. The DRE setup
function specifies the page rank vector and an index array,
which is the current vertex’s adjacency list. A small 4 KiB
view buffer is allocated and filled repeatedly by the DRE at
progressive offsets instead of allocating a potentially large
view buffer equal in size to the page rank vector. Figure 7
illustrates the assembly of a view by the DRE given the
original page rank vector and an adjacency list.

Table 1 shows that with a DRE, the memory accesses
from the host CPU are 20 percent of those without a DRE.
Memory accesses are reduced because selective PageRank
values can be retrieved contiguously in a single cache line
fetch in the reorganized view. For example, a reduction in
accesses by a factor up to 8 is possible with a 64-byte cache
line containing 8 double values. Requests for neighboring
values served from the same cache line do not incur another
memory access.

3.3 Scientific simulation
To illustrate the use of a data reorganization engine in sci-
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Table 1: Host Memory Accesses for PageRank

Case Get Put
with DRE 560,549 17,955
no DRE 2,888,773 8,797

entific simulation, we present a DRE designed to gather/s-
catter vector elements into contiguous buffer or cache line.
The DRE is used to consolidate sparse and irregular access
into an N-dimensional data array. This benchmark consists
of three subroutines from a utility package for stress compu-
tation in solids [2]. In this benchmark there are 27 double
precision data arrays, 15 of which are indexed through a
“zone” array.

In previous benchmarks, the application explicitly filled
a view buffer using either strided access or gather/scatter
operations. In this example, the DRE hides the view buffer,
presenting the programmer the abstraction of a linked array:
if the application uses a data array A and indexes A through
an index array zone (A[zone[i]]), the programmer declares a
linked array A L. Reference to A L[i] resolves to the array
element A[zone[i]]. When there is a read request of A L[i],
the DRE returns a cache line (block, page, . . .) containing
A[zone[i]]. The other items in the cache line are adjacent
to A L[i] in the A L view of array A, and are at random
locations in the physical array A. In this example, there is
a separate DRE for each linked array. In our experiments,
each DRE stores two addresses (data array and index array
start address) and holds a small cache of 8 data elements to
match the cache line size set for the host CPU.

As with PageRank, this use case demonstrates two advan-
tages. First, the indirect addressing is occurring in the mem-
ory itself, so that the index array elements do not have to to
be fetched into the CPU, followed by a fetch of the indexed
data. Second, since the reference A L[i] is a simple index
(unlike the reference A[zone[i]]), the compiler can SIMD-
ize the expressions containing these references. A fragment
from code using index arrays is shown in Figure 8, where
the use of index (= zone[i]) are replaced by the iteration
index i.

It is important to note that the original code was struc-
tured as a dataflow computation with a collection of disjoint
input and output parameter arrays to each computational

for (i = 0;
i < length;
i++)

{
index = zone[i] ;
newSxx[i] =

sxx[index] +
deltaTime *
(-2. * txy[index] *
wzz[index] + 2. *
txz[index] *
wyy[index] );
...

}

(a) Using an index array

for (i = 0;
i < length;

i++)
{
// don’t need zone

newSxx[i] =
*sxx_index[i]*) +
deltaTime * (-2. *
txy_index[i] *

2. *wzz_index[i] +
* txz_index[i]

*wyy_index[i]);
...

}

(b) Using linked array

Figure 8: Indirect array access with and without DRE. Using
DRE eliminates using the zone array in the calculation loop.

Figure 9: Memory access comparison. Percent of DRE/no-
DRE memory gets and puts for .6M and 1M data set sizes.
Bandwidth saving ranges from 78% on get with the smaller
data set to 58% for put on the larger data set.

subroutine. In the DRE version, cache flush and invalidate
commands are issued by the application to synchronize the
host CPU cache and the DRE when needed. Additionally, in
this use case, the zone array, once initialized, remains static
for the computation.

As with the previous benchmarks, the DREs only arrange
the data into cache friendly format, and the actual compu-
tation is done on the host CPU. With a linked array DRE,
the amount of memory accessed by the CPU is reduced by
17%, a significant fraction considering that most of the data
arrays are accessed with direct indices (A[i]) and used in
computation on the host.

4. SUMMARY
Processing in Memory encompasses a very broad range of

compute structures, many of which have been proposed, few
prototyped, and none in production, commercial use. In this
work, we have chosen to investigate potential impact of in-
corporating minimal logic structures that leverage accepted
memory movement hardware such as DMA and gather/scat-
ter into the logic layer of a 3D memory/logic package such as
the Hybrid Memory Cube or other integrated memory/logic
technologies. It is our hope that if simple additions to these



familiar units are shown to yield substantial benefit, they
will more likely be adopted by System-On-Chip integrators
into emerging memory stacks. We have selected a small but
diverse set of benchmarks and studied their data access pat-
terns to design data reorganization engines tailored to the
specific application. The DREs hold number of registers, op-
tionally separate caches, and optionally use memory buffers.
Their main functions are to program DMA and gather/scat-
ter units to performs application-specific transformations on
data structures, enabling cache-friendly buffers to be assem-
bled.

Using this parameterized collection of DRE designs, we
are quantitatively analyzing the potential benefits of such
application-specific data reorganization engines. Using a
simple simulation framework, we have measured the memory
bandwidth differences between conventional memory access
and DRE-mediated memory access on benchmarks represen-
tative of high value applications, image processing, graph
analysis, and important idioms in scientific simulation. We
find that using this approach significantly reduces the amount
of data and number of transactions between the memory
and a host CPU, and increases the effectiveness of the CPU
cache.

Our next steps include relating bandwidth savings to en-
ergy usage, and prototyping generic, parameterizable DRE
hardware in FPGA. To estimate energy, we hope to em-
ploy more detailed power and energy simulators being de-
veloped by collaborators to provide estimates for our simple
simulation framework. By prototyping DRE functions on
FPGA, we hope to gain insight into area and performance to
help us evaluate alternative implementations, including im-
plementations that fold simple computation (e.g. multiply-
accumulate units) into DREs.
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